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Changes in climate variability are as important for society as are changes in mean climate1.

Contrasting last Glacial and Holocene temperature variability can provide new insights into

the relationship between the mean state of climate and its variability2, 3. However, although

glacial–interglacial changes in variability have been quantified in Greenland2, a global view

remains elusive. Here, we present the first quantitative reconstruction of changes in temper-

ature variability between the Last Glacial Maximum and the Holocene, based on a global

network of marine and terrestrial temperature proxies. We show that temperature variabil-

ity decreased globally by a factor of 4 for a warming of 3–8 ◦C. The decrease displayed a

clear zonal pattern with little change in the tropics (1.6–2.8) and greater change in the mid-

latitudes of both hemispheres (3.3–14). In contrast, Greenland ice-core records show a re-

duction of a factor of 73, suggesting a proxy-specific overprint or a decoupling of Greenland

atmospheric from global surface temperature variability. The overall pattern of variability

reduction can be explained by changes in the meridional temperature gradient, a mechanism
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that points to further decreasing temperature variability in a warmer future.

There is scientific consensus that the mean global temperature has been rising over the instrumental1

era4. However, whether this warming has caused surface temperatures to become more5 or less6, 7
2

variable, and how this variability will change in a warmer future, remain topics of debate. Here we3

use paleoclimate proxy data to quantify changes in temperature variability before and after the last4

major transition in global mean climate: the 3–8 degree warming8 from the Last Glacial Maximum5

(LGM, around 21,000 years (21 kyr) ago) into the current warm period of the Holocene (Fig. 1).6

The magnitude of temperature change during this transition is in the same range as that projected7

for the coming centuries4.8

The global spatial pattern of the mean LGM-to-Holocene temperature change has been es-9

tablished through numerous studies8–10. However, except some studies on changes of interannual10

climate variability in the tropics11, our current understanding of variability changes is largely based11

on the stable oxygen isotope records of the high-resolution central Greenland ice cores12. The lat-12

ter, which are interpreted as proxy for temperature13, show that the last Glacial appears to have13

been not only cold but also highly variable on decadal to millennial timescales2, 3. This finding is14

not limited to the magnitude of distinct events, such as the Heinrich stadials (i.e. cold periods in15

Greenland) or the abrupt transitions into the Dansgaard-Oeschger (DO) interstadials. It also holds16

for the background variability during the LGM (Fig. 1b).17

Consequently, glacial climate has been characterized as highly variable2, 3 whereas the Holocene18

is commonly described as a stable and quiescent period3. The large reduction in variability was19

proposed to have supported human dispersal throughout Europe14 and cultural evolution15. How-20

ever, the evidence for an exclusively stable Holocene climate – beyond that of Greenland ice-core21

records – is unclear, particularly since other proxy records for temperature in and outside of Green-22

land suggest considerable variability during the Holocene16, 17.23
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In this study, we derive the first quantitative estimate for global and regional change in tem-24

perature variability between the LGM (27–19 kyr ago) and the Holocene (8–0 kyr ago) based on25

high-resolution paleoclimate proxy records for temperature (Fig. 1a). These time periods represent26

rather stable boundary conditions with minimal changes in ice-sheet size and sea level. Further-27

more, our LGM time window only contains one small DO-event, thereby enabling us to focus our28

analysis on the glacial background state. We compile two global datasets (Methods). The first29

(’joint’) dataset contains 28 records which cover both the LGM and the Holocene. We estimate the30

variability change from the LGM-over-Holocene variance ratio separately for each record and thus31

independently of calibration uncertainties, as long as the calibrations are constant over time. This32

is a reasonable assumption as state-dependent calibrations have only been proposed for Green-33

landic ice cores18 and we take this into account. Analyzing variance ratios from single cores also34

minimizes site-specific effects on the estimates such as ecological preferences of the organisms35

recording the climate signal or bioturbation of marine proxies (Methods). The more extensive sec-36

ond dataset (‘separate’) contains 88 records for the Holocene and 39 for the LGM. Here, we first37

derive zonal mean estimates of temperature variability for each time slice and then form the ratio.38

All proxy types for which multiple calibrations exist were recalibrated using a single temperature39

relationship for each proxy type and region. For both, the joint and the separate dataset, we quan-40

tify the variability change as the ratio of variance at timescales between 500 and 1750 years in the41

spectral domain using a method that is insensitive to changes in the temporal sampling. We cor-42

rect the ratio for the effects of non-climate variability in the proxy records based on independent43

estimates of the proxy signal-to-noise ratio (Methods).44

All three Greenlandic ice-core records display large variability changes, with an average45

LGM-to-Holocene variance ratio R = Vlgm/Vhol of 73 (90 % confidence interval (c.i.) of 50–112,46

Fig. 2a). In contrast to this drastic reduction, the area-weighted average variability change for47

the rest of the globe is far lower: The separate estimate indicates a decrease in variability by a48
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factor of 7.0 (c.i. 2.2–16). The large uncertainty range is due to the combination of many different49

proxy records affected by potential site-specific effects such as differing seasonal responses. The50

magnitude of change is confirmed by the joint dataset, which offers a more precise estimate of51

R = 4.4 (c.i. 2.5–6.6) by circumventing these complications. Together, these datasets suggest a52

significantly lower (p ≤ 0.01) variability change outside of Greenland than is found in Greenlandic53

ice-core records. The discrepancy also cannot be reconciled by considering a potentially lower54

quality of marine-based temperature reconstructions (Methods). This observation suggests that55

Greenlandic ice-core records cannot stand in as a sole reference for climate variability, particularly56

concerning the amplitude of change.57

The spatial pattern of variability change (Fig. 2b–d) shows a distinct latitude-dependency58

(Fig. 3a). A small, yet statistically significant, change can be found in the tropics (20 ◦S–20 ◦N,59

R = 2.1 (c.i. 1.6–2.8)). The mid-latitudes (20–50 ◦S, 20–50 ◦N) show a moderate decrease in60

variability from the Glacial to the Holocene by a factor of 5.4 (c.i. 3.3–10) and 11 (c.i. 8.0–14).61

The polar regions (50–90 ◦N/S) are only represented by Greenlandic and Antarctic ice-core records62

and reveal an asymmetric pattern: the Greenland change is the highest globally, whereas Antarctica63

displays only a small change (R = 2.5 (c.i. 2.0–3.2)), comparable to that in the tropical ocean.64

Intriguingly, West Antarctic ice cores show a stronger variability change than do ice cores from65

East Antarctica (Fig. 2d), a finding that is similar to the West–East contrast in the response to66

anthropogenic forcing19. The estimated pattern of variability change is similar for multicentennial67

and millennial timescales (Extended Data Fig. 1), showing that our finding is not limited to one68

specific frequency band. It further suggests only a minor influence of the DO-event included in the69

LGM time slice.70

The LGM equator-to-pole surface air temperature gradient was larger than in the Holocene,71

as the high latitudes warmed more than the tropics since the LGM10 (Fig. 1a and 2b). Furthermore,72
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the land–sea contrast in mid–high latitudes was stronger in the LGM as a relatively warm open73

ocean contrasted with the partly ice-covered land, and changing sea-ice cover affected both the74

meridional and zonal temperature gradients20. Atmospheric temperature gradients are a primary75

driver for local temperature variability on synoptic timescales. Accordingly, changes of spatial76

gradients due to mean climate changes have been proposed to control variability changes21, 22.77

Hence, steeper temperature gradients in the LGM may have led to increased synoptic variabil-78

ity. Describing climate variability as the linear response to stochastic weather forcing integrated79

by the slow components of the climate system, such as the ocean23, this directly relates to an80

increase of variability on interannual to millennial timescales24. Indeed, contrasting the change81

in the atmospheric equator-to-pole temperature gradient – as estimated from a combined model-82

data temperature reconstruction9 – with the estimated change in variability (Fig. 3b, Extended83

Data Fig. 2) reveals a consistent pattern on a global scale (r = 0.44, p = 0.02) although the84

high variability reconstructed for Greenland appears as an outlier (Fig. 3b). This gradient-versus-85

variability change relationship also holds for the heterogeneous pattern of temperature variability86

change over Antarctic land surfaces (Fig. 2d), although the quality of the gradient estimates on87

this regional scale is unclear. A reconfiguration of the large-scale oceanic circulation could also88

drive temperature variability changes. Perturbation experiments in climate models suggest that the89

Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) may have been less stable in the LGM than90

in the Holocene25, and the temperature response to a varying AMOC that modulates the oceanic91

poleward heat flux shows a first-order pattern25 that is consistent with our estimated variability92

changes (Fig. 3). However, there is no evidence that the imprint of AMOC modulations should be93

greater on Greenlandic air temperatures than on any other North Atlantic region.94

The general meridional pattern is thus consistent with both synoptic atmospheric and oceanic95

contributions to the variability change. However, neither contribution can explain the considerably96

stronger variability change found in the oxygen isotope records from Greenlandic ice cores, which97
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is 15-times stronger than the global mean, a polar-to-global variance change that is much larger98

than the observed polar amplification during the 20th Century4. Additionally, the resultant asym-99

metry between Greenlandic and Antarctic variability change contrasts with the rather symmetrical100

polar amplification simulated by climate models for past and future climate states26. The specific101

discrepancy for the Greenlandic records thus points either to a decoupling of Greenlandic temper-102

ature variability from global surface temperature variability, for example due to the altitude of the103

ice sheet representing close to mid-tropospheric atmospheric conditions, or to strong influences on104

the isotopic composition of Greenlandic ice cores beyond the local site temperature.105

Sea-ice changes have been linked to temperature variability changes on interannual to decadal106

timescales7, and may also contribute to the uniqueness of the Greenlandic variability estimates.107

The glacial sea-ice extent was larger than at present20, and the increased area favored increased108

sea-ice variability on centennial timescales, a change that is corroborated by proxy-based sea-ice109

reconstructions (Extended Data Table 1). A large sea-ice lid shields more ocean heat from the110

atmosphere, reduces the effective heat capacity at the surface, and thus also renders local tem-111

peratures more volatile under the same forcing. Furthermore, a larger sea-ice area can change112

more, which amplifies temperature variability on the Greenland ice sheet through atmospheric113

feedbacks27. Sea-ice-extent changes also influence the seasonality of snow accumulation on the114

central Greenland ice sheet28 which can strongly impact the ice-core isotopic composition29. Fur-115

thermore, changes in the moisture pathways as an atmospheric response to the large Northern116

Hemisphere ice sheets could also have caused changes in isotope variability unrelated to local117

temperatures30.118

On the interannual to multidecadal scale, the surface temperature variability ratio in cou-119

pled model simulations from PMIP3 confirms the overall reduction in temperature variability from120

the LGM to the Holocene (Methods, Extended Data Fig. 3). The spatial pattern is similar, but121
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the magnitude of change is smaller (R = 1.28 (1.25–1.30)), suggesting either a difference in the122

partitioning of variability between fast and slow timescales, or that the models suppress long-123

term climate variability17 and thus do not display realistic variability changes. The tendency of124

coupled climate models to underestimate changes in the meridional temperature gradient26 might125

also contribute to this discrepancy. To establish to what extent variability change is uniform across126

timescales, as predicted by linear energy balance models23, 24, or is specific to certain timescales re-127

lated to dynamic modes in the climate system, variability estimates at decadal to centennial scales128

are needed. Possibilities include annually laminated sediment records or a better understanding129

of non-climate effects on ice-core records to enable reliable high-resolution reconstructions. The130

PMIP3 climate model results also suggest that the temperature variability change in Greenland is131

not larger than elsewhere. Therefore, it is paramount to establish whether the Greenlandic vari-132

ability change is indeed a change in local temperature variability or specific to the oxygen isotope133

proxy for temperature. The representativeness of Greenlandic isotope variability for Arctic and134

global temperature variability could be clarified using non-stable-water-isotope proxies for tem-135

perature in Greenland16, more data from across the Arctic, and climate modeling with embedded136

water-isotope tracers.137

Our results bear implications for the understanding of past and future climate variability.138

The reconstruction reveals that temperature variability decreased globally by a factor of 4 for a139

warming of 3–8 ◦C from the LGM to the Holocene. This decrease is small compared with the140

73-fold reduction estimated for Greenland, and indicates that the variability change recorded by141

Greenlandic ice cores is not representative of variability changes across the globe. In terms of the142

magnitude of variability, these iconic datasets thus do not provide a reference for global climate143

changes as is often implicitly assumed. Consequently, we have to rethink the notion of an unstable144

Glacial and a very stable Holocene and their implications for societal evolution. Whilst a direct145

extrapolation from the Glacial to the future would not be prudent, it is reasonable to assume that146
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the mean-change-to-variability-change relationship holds, given our mechanistic understanding of147

the drivers and the direction of future changes in the temperature gradient. Our findings thus add148

support to climate modeling studies that predict a reduction in winter temperature variability under149

global warming via reduced spatial gradients21, 22. Our results further suggest that this variabil-150

ity (which dominates annual-mean temperature variability), might also translate to a reduction of151

multidecadal and slower variability7. More high-resolution records of glacial climate, continued152

quantification of recording and preserving processes of paleoclimate signals, and an extension of153

similar analyses to other climate states will help to further constrain the mean-state dependency of154

climate variability.155
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Main text figure captions220

Figure 1221

Proxy records for temperature. a, Site locations (symbols) and mean LGM-to-Holocene tem-222

perature change (background). The temperature change, estimated from climate model and proxy223

data9, refers to the Pre-Industrial (1850 AD) but is used as a surrogate for the Holocene time slice224

since we are only interested in the first-order pattern of the deglaciation. b, Greenland NGRIP225

ice-core δ18O12 (black, expressed in ‰ with respect to Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water) with226

millennial trend (blue) and bandpass-filtered temperature (0.5–1.75 kyr−1, red) for Holocene and227

LGM (grey lines in background show full record). c, Mg/Ca-ratio-inferred sea surface temperature228

from tropical marine sediment record SO189-39KL31, colors as in b.229

Figure 2230

Global LGM-to-Holocene variability and temperature gradient change. a, Distribution of the231
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globally averaged area-weighted LGM-to-Holocene variance ratio (without Greenland; red denotes232

the joint dataset, orange the separate dataset), and the regional Greenland variance ratio (black).233

Note that for visibility the Greenland density estimates are on a separate y-axis. b–d, LGM-to-234

Holocene proxy-derived variance ratios (symbols, bottom color scale) and modelled temperature235

gradient change9 (background, right color scale, details in Methods) for the globe (b), Greenland236

(c) and Antarctica (d).237

Figure 3238

Latitudinal structure of LGM-to-Holocene variability and mean changes. a, Zonal mean vari-239

ability change from the proxy compilations (red barplots denote the joint, orange points the sepa-240

rate estimate). b, Latitude dependence of the equator-to-pole temperature gradient change. Shown241

are the 5-point smoothed zonal mean gradient change (black line) together with the gradient change242

at the proxy locations (black squares), compared to the individual proxy estimates of the variability243

change (red dots). Red and green shading denotes the 90% confidence interval of the global mean244

variance change without Greenland and of the mean Greenland variance change. c, Zonal mean245

temperature change9. All error bars are 90% confidence intervals.246

Methods247

Proxy data for variability estimates For the variability analyses we collected all available proxy248

records for temperature that fulfilled the following sampling criteria. To be included, a record249

had 1) to be associated with an established, published calibration to temperature and 2) cover250

at least 4 kyr in the interval of the Holocene (8–0 kyr ago) and/or the LGM (27–19 kyr ago) at251

3) a mean sampling frequency of 1/225 yr−1 or higher. Our definition for the LGM time slice,252

based on previously published starting32 and end10 times, covers the coldest part of the last Glacial253

with the most stable boundary conditions while maintaining the same period duration as for the254
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Holocene section. All proxy time series which fulfil the sampling criteria for both time intervals255

are included in our primary ‘joint’ dataset. All time series which fulfil the criteria only for one of256

the two intervals are included only for this period (‘separate’ dataset). This dataset consequently257

also includes all records from the joint dataset. All selected records are listed in the Supplementary258

Information along with the time intervals for which they were included. Extended Data Table 2259

summarizes the individual variance ratio estimates for the joint dataset.260

Model-based estimates for the temperature gradient and variability change Changes in tem-261

perature gradient between the LGM and the Holocene were estimated based on the LGM-to-Pre-262

Industrial (PI) temperature anomaly derived by Annan and Hargreaves9, which is based on proxy263

and model data from the Paleoclimate Model Intercomparison Project Phase 2 (PMIP2). The264

equator-to-pole temperature gradient change was calculated from the temperature anomaly differ-265

ences between adjacent gridboxes in poleward direction, thus North relative to South, divided by266

the meridional gridbox extent (222 km) and normalized to 1000 km. The model-based LGM-to-267

Holocene variability change estimate was derived from surface (2m) air temperature output for268

the LGM and PI simulations available through the Paleoclimate Model Intercomparison Project269

Phase 3 (PMIP3-CMIP5) archives. Model simulations were included from the CCSM4, CNRM-270

CM5, FGOALS-g2, GISS-E2-R, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC-ESM, MPI-ESM-P and MRI-CGCM3271

models. For each model, the last 100 years of the archived simulations were used to estimate tem-272

perature variance fields. The fields of the ratio of variances were then regridded to a common T63273

resolution to form model-mean ratio of variances (Extended Data Fig. 3). We use the PI model re-274

sults as a reasonable surrogate for the Holocene time slice since we are interested in the first-order275

patterns of the gradient and variability changes which are governed by the deglaciation.276

Temperature recalibration of proxy records Marine and ice-core records were recalibrated us-277

ing a single temperature relationship for each proxy type and region to minimize the calibration-278
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dependent uncertainty for variability estimates based on the separate dataset. Terrestrial records279

based on lacustrine sediments, pollen and tree were not recalibrated due to the lack of a suitable280

global calibration for these proxy types.281

Recalibration of ice-core records For the calibration of ice-core stable water isotope data to282

temperature (isotope-to-temperature slope in °C ‰−1) two distinct methods exist: either based on283

the relationship of observed present-day spatial gradients in surface snow isotopic composition and284

temperature (spatial slope) or on temporal gradients observed at a single site (temporal slope).285

For Greenland, temporal slopes appear to lie consistently above the spatial slope, depending286

on the timescale, most likely due to changes in moisture origin and seasonality of precipitation18.287

For the Holocene temporal slope we used the borehole temperature calibration by Vinther et al.33
288

of 2.1 °C ‰−1 with an estimated uncertainty of ±0.4 °C ‰−1 based on the slopes reported by other289

studies34–39. The LGM temporal slope lies by a factor of 1–2 above the Holocene slope37, 38, 40–42,290

as a best guess we used a factor of 1.5.291

For Antarctica, direct estimations of temporal slopes are difficult. However, the difference292

between spatial and temporal slopes as well as the timescale dependency of the latter is expected to293

be small43. Here, we adopted reported spatial slopes44 of 1.25 °C ‰−1 for δ18O and 0.16 °C ‰−1
294

for δ2H with an uncertainty of 20% for recalibrating the Antarctic ice-core data.295

For tropical ice cores, we adopted a constant calibration slope for δ18O of 1.49 °C ‰−1 45.296

Recalibration of marine records Marine proxy records were recalibrated if the proxy type oc-297

curs more than once in our data collection and a suitable global calibration exists. Most of the298

Mg/Ca records in our compilation are based on planktic foraminifera G. ruber, converted to temper-299
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atures using the calibration of Anand et al.46 (Mg/Ca = b·exp(a·SST), a = 0.09 (mmol/mol) °C−1,300

b = 0.38mmol/mol, standard errors sa = 0.003 (mmol/mol) °C−1, sb = 0.02mmol/mol). For con-301

sistency, we recalibrated other G. ruber Mg/Ca records to the same calibration even though it is302

established using sediment trap samples and hence not a global calibration. For species other than303

G. ruber, i.e./ G. bulloides (two records from different regions) and N. pachyderma s. (one record),304

we kept the Mg/Ca records as published. Similarly, temperature records based on the transfer func-305

tion of diatom, radiolarian and foraminifera assemblages were also kept as published. All UK’37-306

based records were recalibrated using the calibration of Müller et al.47 (UK′37 = a · SST + b,307

a = 0.033 °C−1, b = 0.044, sa = 0.001 °C−1, sb = 0.016). All TEX86 and TEXH
86 records were re-308

calibrated to the subsurface TEXH
86 calibration of Ho and Laepple48 (T = a·TEXH

86+b, a = 40.8 °C,309

b = 22.3 °C, sa = 4.37 °C, sb = 2.19 °C) as marine surface and subsurface temperature variability310

are on average similar48.311

Timescale-dependent variance and variance ratio estimation The records were interpolated312

onto a regular time axis given by their individual mean sampling frequency in the LGM or the313

Holocene, following a previously reported procedure17. To minimize aliasing, data were first lin-314

early interpolated to 10 times the target resolution, low-pass filtered using a finite response filter315

with a cutoff frequency of 1.2 divided by the target time step, and then resampled at the target reso-316

lution. Linear interpolation of a process that has been unevenly sampled reduces the variance near317

the Nyquist frequency, but the sampling rate of our records relative to the timescale of the variance318

estimates is high enough to minimize this effect (Extended Data Fig. 4). Timescale-dependent vari-319

ance estimates were obtained by integrating the raw periodogram49 in the frequency band (f1, f2)320

using f1 = 1/500 yr−1 and f2 = 1/1750 yr−1 to capture multicentennial to millennial-scale tem-321

perature variability. All spectra are shown in Extended Data Fig. 4. Tests with surrogate records322

on the original time axes showed that our estimates are largely unbiased (Extended Data Fig. 5).323

Furthermore, our results are robust under changes of the sampling criteria (Extended Data Fig. 1).324
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Confidence intervals for the variance estimates were derived from the χ2-distribution with325

d degrees of freedom, where d is given by twice the number of spectral power estimates in the326

frequency band (f1, f2). Confidence intervals for variance ratios were derived accordingly from327

the F -distribution with the degrees of freedom of the variance estimates.328

For the joint dataset, zonally averaged variance ratios were derived from the bias-corrected329

individual ratio estimates as R = 1
N

∑N
i=1

dhol,i−2
dhol,i

Ri where Ri =
Vlgm,i

Vhol,i
is the noise-corrected vari-330

ance ratio of the i-th record. For the separate dataset, zonally averaged variance ratios were derived331

from the ratio of the zonal mean variances with subsequent noise correction.332

For both data sets, global mean variance ratios were derived from the area-weighted zonal333

means. To obtain the ratio distributions (Fig. 2a) we sample 50,000 times with replacement from334

the proxy estimates (joint: ratios, separate: variances). For each realization, we form the zonal335

mean estimates of the variance change (for the joint dataset), or of the mean Holocene and LGM336

variance and then take the ratio (for the separate dataset). We then form the area-weighted global337

mean for the variance change. Confidence intervals for the global mean estimate are derived as338

quantiles from the realizations. The ratio distribution for Greenland is estimated using the same339

method but only considering the three Greenlandic ice cores. Shown (Fig. 2a) are kernel density340

estimates using a Gaussian smoothing kernel with a bandwidth of 1/10 of the mean ratio, thus 0.4341

for the global mean and 7 for Greenland.342

Noise correction We derive the impact of noise on the estimated variance ratio R′ between two343

climate periods,344

R′ :=
var (X1)

var (X0)
. (1)

Here, X1 and X2 stand for the proxy time series of the investigated (LGM) and the reference345

climate period (Holocene), respectively. Each proxy time series contains noise. Assuming additive346
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noise, and the climate signal and noise to be uncorrelated on each covered timescale, we can split347

the variances in Eq. (1) into contributions from the signal S and the noise ε,348

R′ =
var (S1) + var (ε1)
var (S0) + var (ε0)

=
var (S1)

var (S0)
[
1 + SNR−1

] + var (ε1)
var (S0)

[
1 + SNR−1

] , (2)

where we introduced the reference period signal-to-noise variance ratio, SNR := var (S0) /var (ε0).349

Identifying the true climate variance ratio, R = var (S1) /var (S0), and denoting the noise variance350

ratio by Fε = var (ε1) /var (ε0), we obtain351

R′ =
SNR

1 + SNR
R +

Fε

1 + SNR
. (3)

Solving for R yields352

R = R′
1 + SNR

SNR
− Fε

SNR
. (4)

SinceR cannot be negative, the parameters must always satisfy the condition Fε/(1 + SNR) ≤ R′.353

For any R′ ≥ Fε, the effect of noise dampens the true ratio (R ≥ R′, Extended Data Fig. 6a).354

To correct for the effect of noise on the LGM-to-Holocene variance ratio, we applied Eq. (4)355

both to every individual variance ratio estimated for the joint dataset as well as to the zonal mean356

variance ratios derived from the separate dataset. A reasonable assumption is that the noise level is357

independent of the climate period, Fε = 1, which we adopted for all analyses. For the joint dataset,358

we assumed a SNR of 1.5 for the Greenland records and of 1 for all other records. For correcting359

the zonal mean variance ratios derived from the separate dataset we adopted a SNR of 1.360

Testing the impact of the noise correction on the variability change difference The SNR361

is a considerable source of uncertainty for the noise correction. SNR values can be estimated,362

amongst other approaches, by direct forward modeling of the proxy17, or by correlation of nearby363

records17, 50–52. An overview over SNR values for the regions and proxies of interest are given in364

Extended Data Fig. 6c. We tested the impact of the noise correction on the difference between365
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the Greenland ice-core-based variance ratio estimates with those from the proxy records outside366

Greenland. To bring the variance ratios into agreement, the SNR of proxies outside Greenland367

would have to be less than 0.05 (Extended Data Fig. 6b), which is one order of magnitude below368

published estimates for marine proxy17 and Antarctic isotope records52. It is thus unlikely that the369

observed variability difference can be attributed to Greenland ice cores being better recorders (i.e.370

having a higher SNR) than marine sediment or Antarctic ice-core records.371

Potential effect of ecological adaption and bioturbational mixing on marine variance ratios372

Variability derived from biological proxies, i.e. recorded by marine organisms, are possibly muted373

relative to the actual environmental changes due to the tendency of organisms towards adapting and374

seeking their ecological niche (e.g., of a certain temperature or nutrient range)53. Our results are375

based on the ratio of variability and not on absolute variability estimates. Therefore, in order for376

ecological adaptation to affect our results, it requires that LGM variability is muted to a much larger377

extent than that for the Holocene. In the simple conceptual ecological model53, given the same378

temperature preference, larger variability would result in a stronger damping. However, the largest379

part of the variability seen by marine organisms is the seasonal and vertical temperature range in380

the depth habitat. This spread is controlled by insolation and stratification and not primarily by381

the climate state. The interannual to millennial variability, that we find to be larger in the LGM,382

only contributes a small fraction to the total variability and thus should not be a primary control383

of the damping strength affecting the proxy records. Our oceanic temperature variability estimates384

for the joint dataset (i.e. containing both Holocene and LGM) are based on alkenone-based UK’37385

(nine sites) and the Mg/Ca of planktic foraminifera G. ruber (six sites); the latter from tropical386

sites. Unlike planktic foraminifera which have their preferred temperature niche, the known major387

producers of alkenones such as the coccolithophore Emiliana huxleyi occur throughout the global388

ocean from the tropics to the polar waters. Their abundance is mostly controlled by nutrient and389

light availability, which do not always covary with temperature. Most of our G. ruber Mg/Ca390
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records are from the tropics, with Holocene temperatures (e.g., 29 ◦C at SO189-39KL; Fig. 1c)391

close to the warm end of their temperature niche (15–29 ◦C54) whereas LGM temperatures (e.g.,392

26 ◦C at SO189-39KL; Fig. 1c) are closer to the mean of the range. Therefore, if there is ecological393

adaptation, it is more likely to occur near the extremes (i.e. the Holocene) rather than in the middle394

of the range. This would in fact result in an amplified variance ratio between Holocene and LGM.395

Bioturbational mixing in marine sediments reduces the absolute variability preserved in ma-396

rine sediments55. However, in the present study we focus our analysis on variability changes and397

thus largely circumvent this problem as both the glacial and the Holocene part of the core are af-398

fected by bioturbation. Bioturbation can be approximated as a linear filter55 and therefore the ratio399

of variances is not affected as long as the sedimentation rate and bioturbation strength that define400

the filter are similar in both time periods periods or do not change systematically between climate401

states. Our dataset shows no evidence for a systematic change in sedimentation rate with seven402

of the 16 marine cores in our joint dataset showing higher and nine lower sedimentation rates in403

the Holocene (with a statistically insignificant change in mean sedimentation rate of 20 %). The404

changes also show no detectable latitudinal dependency. There is also no evidence for a systematic405

change in largely unconstrained bioturbation strength between both time periods in the manuscripts406

describing the datasets.407

While both non-climate effects, the ecological preference of the organisms recording the408

climate signal and bioturbational mixing of the sediment, can affect variability estimates and may409

thus add to site-specific variability changes, the aforementioned arguments show that their expected410

effect is very small compared to the orders of magnitude difference between tropics, mid-latitudes411

and ice cores.412

Testing the impact of the proxy sampling locations on zonal mean variance estimates The413

proxy locations are not randomly distributed in space and this could lead to sampling biases. To414
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test for a potential sampling bias we analyse the 2m temperature field of the last 7000 years from415

the coupled atmosphere ocean TraCE-21K simulation56. The time period is chosen to focus on416

the continuum of climate variability and to minimize the effect of the deglaciation. The centennial417

and longer timescales temperature variance field is derived by estimating the variance at every418

gridpoint after applying a low-pass finite response filter with a cutoff frequency of 1/100 yr−1.419

We sample the variance field at the actual proxy locations and average the results into the420

same latitude bands as for the proxy-based variance ratio estimates. To estimate the expected dis-421

tribution of mean values from unbiased locations, we sample N random locations at each latitude422

band where N corresponds to the number of actual records in each band. We form the mean of this423

random sample, and repeat the procedure 10,000 times from which we report the 90% quantiles.424

The results (Extended Data Fig. 7) show that the mean values from the actual proxy locations are425

always inside the expected distribution. This result holds when using the full dataset as well as426

when restricting the analysis to the records which cover both the LGM and the Holocene.427
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Extended Data figure captions530

Extended Data Figure 1531

Zonal variability change pattern for different timescales and length requirements. Results532

for the estimated zonal mean variance ratios based on the joint dataset are shown as a function of533

the considered timescale and the minimum number of data points in the time period window: a,534

500–1000-year timescale with a minimum of 25 data points; b, 1000–1750-year timescale with a535

minimum of 25 data points; c, 650–2000-year timescale with a minimum of 20 data points; d, 500–536

1750-year timescale with a minimum of 25 data points which corresponds to the results shown in537

the main text. The number of records for each zonal mean ratio is indicated by blue points. The538

total number of records varies depending on the timescale constraints. Error bars denote the 90%539

confidence intervals of the zonal mean.540

Extended Data Figure 2541

Temperature gradient vs. variability change. Scatter plot of the model-based equator-to-pole542

temperature gradient change at the proxy locations vs. the variability change estimated from the543

proxy records. Filled circles correspond to ice-core (red: Greenland, black: other), filled diamonds544

to marine records. Error bars denote the 90% confidence interval of the estimated variance ratios.545

The data exhibit a Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient of 0.44 (p ≤ 0.02) when including, and546

of 0.38 (p ≤ 0.08) when exluding the Greenland ice cores.547

Extended Data Figure 3548

Proxy- vs. model-based variability change. a, Zonal mean LGM-to-Holocene variability change549

from the proxy compilations (red barplots denote the joint, orange points the separate estimate). b,550

Interannual to multidecadal zonal mean variability change based on the PMIP3-CMIP5 simulations551

for the LGM and the pre-industrial period. c. Individual variability change at the proxy locations552
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from the joint dataset. Error bars in a show the 90% confidence interval of the mean, error bars in553

c the 90% confidence interval of the individual variance ratios.554

Extended Data Figure 4555

Raw periodograms of all records. Thin blue lines show the spectra of the Holocene, thin green556

lines of the LGM time slice. Logarithmically smoothed spectra are given as thick lines with 90%557

confidence intervals as shading. Grey areas shade the frequency response outside the bandwidth558

used for the timescale-dependent variance ratio estimate. X-axis scaling is in periods in years, y-559

axis scaling denotes power spectral density. Text insets give the time-slice variances in K2, variance560

ratios for the records from the joint dataset are listed in Extended Data Table 2.561

Extended Data Figure 5562

Surrogate tests for the magnitude of variance change. The magnitude of potential biases in the563

variance ratio estimates were derived using 1,000 realizations of power law noise (slope β = 1) of564

constant variance on the original time axes of the records. Analyses for variability quantification565

were performed as for the primary analyses and described in the Methods. a, Histogram of the566

bias of the estimated variance ratio from the surrogate data. The mean of the distribution is not567

significantly different from zero. b, Estimated zonal mean ratios from the surrogate data. The568

individual surrogate zonal mean ratios (black) are all close to 1 and show no latitudinal pattern, in569

contrast to the zonal mean ratios from the proxy data (joint dataset, green). Error bars show the570

90% confidence interval for the proxy data and ±2 times the standard error of the zonal mean for571

the surrogate data (n = 1, 000).572
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Extended Data Figure 6573

Impact of Holocene proxy signal-to-noise ratios on the noise correction of the estimated vari-574

ance ratios. a, Noise correction as a function of the Holocene SNR. The ratio of the true over the575

estimated variance ratio,R/R′, is displayed depending on the SNR for estimated variance ratiosR′576

of 0.5 and 5 (dashed lines) for a noise variance ratio of Fε = 1. The shaded area denotes the region577

where for R′ = 0.5 no R/R′ ≥ 0 exists. b, Test for the comparability of marine and Greenland578

ice core variance ratios depending on the SNR. The expected true variance ratio R for the mean579

over all records of the joint dataset below 70 ◦N is shown under the assumption of a wide range580

of SNRs (solid blue line) with uncertainty (dashed) of ±2 times the s.e.m. (n = 25). Within the581

realistic range of Holocene SNRs (shaded blue area based on the published estimates listed in c),582

the noise-corrected global variance ratio (excluding Greenland) spans from 1.7 to 11.4, which can-583

not be brought into agreement with the mean variance ratio of the Greenland ice cores (horizontal584

green line, shading denotes full uncertainty including the range of Greenland SNRs (c) used in the585

noise correction). c, Overview over published proxy SNR estimates for the Holocene. Greenlandic586

and Antarctic estimates refer to δ18O.587

Extended Data Figure 7588

Representativeness of the proxy data locations. Shown is the centennial temperature variabil-589

ity in the TraCE-21K simulation, sampled at the proxy locations (black circles), the zonal mean590

variability (green line) and the mean of the variability in the zonal box, either formed only from591

the variance at the proxy sites (blue) or formed using all gridpoints (red). The red vertical lines592

show the 90% quantiles from the mean of N random samples of the variance field, with N being593

the number of proxy sites in the zonal box. Panel (a) shows the results when sampling from the594

proxy locations of the separate dataset, panel (b) when sampling from the joint dataset. In all cases595

the mean of the proxy sites is inside the distribution of random samples showing that, under the596

assumption of this variance field, the proxy estimates are unbiased.597
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Extended Data Table 1598

North Atlantic sea ice variability ratios. Listed are the variance ratios R based on sea-ice recon-599

structions from three North Atlantic records (two sites, one based on two different sea ice proxies).600

601

Extended Data Table 2602

Individual variability ratio estimates for all records from the joint dataset. The estimate603

used throughout the paper is the noise-corrected variance ratio Rest (first data column). Rcalib604

(lower/upper) denotes the results for the variance ratios when using the calibration parameters with605

the lower/upper limits of the calibration uncertainty for the LGM and the upper/lower calibration606

uncertainty limits for the Holocene. Data columns four and five give the 5 and 95% quantiles of607

the used estimate (Rest), and data column six the raw uncorrected ratio (Rraw). Numbers refer to the608

list of records given in the Supplementary Information. For ODP976-4, no calibration uncertainty609

estimate is available.610
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